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Night Skies
Destine

Night Skies   

Capo-position depends on the version of the song (position 1-4)
Couldn t find the tabs of this awesome song, so I decided to make one myself. 
It s the only tab one from Night Skies, so I hope I did it 
right. I think it s for 98% correct. Good luck!

chords:  

Am7:      x02010
C:        x32010
Cadd9:    x32033
Dsus4:    xx0233
Dsus4/F#: 200233
Em7:      022033
Em7*:     020033
G:        320033

G       Dadd4           C              Cadd9

G                                         Dsus4/F#          
When the spell is finally broken and the summer s dead and gone,
Cadd9                  C
I ll say are you still with me
            G                                    Dsus4/F#
 cause it feels like I ve been sleeping or been holding back for years
Cadd9                C
I say are you still with me
            G  Dsus4/F#  C     Cadd9
 cause it s all I need here

        G           Dsus4/F#  Em7                   Dsus4/F#
And time is roughly ticking, light is slowly chasing you
                             Cadd9
with the least thing that I do
    G                Dsus4/F#  Em7                     Dsus4/F#
As I watch the city sleeping night skies lead me back to you,
                         Cadd9
it s the least that I can do

G       Dsus4          Cadd9

G                                   Dsus4/F#
Suddenly there s not much left in talking  bout tomorrow,
Cadd9          C
all we live is history



           G                             Dsus4/F#
When something like my daily bread turned out to be mistakes we had,
  Cadd9                 C
I ll say are you still with me
         G  Dsus4/F# Cadd9  
And it s all I need here
                                  G     Dsus4/F# Cadd9 Dsus4/F#
Sometimes I can t hide from the fear of  losing  you    here

     G               Dsus4/F#  Em7                   Dsus4/F#
And time is roughly ticking, light is slowly chasing you
                             Cadd9
with the least thing that I do
    G                  Dsus4/F# Em7                    Dsus4/F#
As I watch the city sleeping night skies lead me back to you,
                         Cadd9
it s the least that I can do

Am7                      C                 Cadd9
What does it take to forget a road with no end
G                               Dsus4/F#
Save it for another day, it s true: I won t be far from you
Am7                 C                   Cadd9
Stray alone in the dark, it won t get me far
G                              Dsus4/F#
Save it for another day, it s true 

G        Dsus4/F#    Cadd9
G        Dsus4/F#    Cadd9

        G               Em7*   Dsus4               Cadd9
And time is roughly ticking, light is slowly chasing you
     G               Dsus4/F#  Em7                     Dsus4/F#
As I watch the city sleeping night skies lead me back to you,
                         Cadd9
it s the least that I can do

        G            Dsus4/F#  Em7                   Dsus4/F#
And time is roughly ticking, light is slowly chasing you
                             Cadd9
with the least thing that I do
    G                  Dsus4/F#  Em7                     Dsus4/F#
As I watch the city sleeping night skies lead me back to you,
                         Cadd9          G
it s the least that I can do

Hope you enjoyed the tab of this awesome Destine-song


